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Smith air system
has 'burn out'
Official expects repairs
to be completed today
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By Kathy Thompson
Reporter----------

Like many students, the Smith Hall
ventilation system ·has experienced
"major motor burn out," according to
the physical plant interim director.
Larry A Williams said a 200-horsepower motor weighing about 1000
pounds burned out and is being removed with a small crane Wednesday.
A Huntington vendor will repair the
motor within 24 hours, but it may not
be installed until today, he said.
"There is nothing we could have done
to prevent,this," Williams said. "Motors do burn out."

Oliver Twist, a five4oot long boa constrictor, wraps itself around reptile
expert Michael Shedwick Wednesday at the Memorial Student Center
(left). Spike, a South American green iguana, perches on a limb in the
MSC lobby during the Reptile World exhibit (below). Shedwick's exhibit
was sponsored by Campus Entertainment Unlimited.
Ph0101 by David L. Swint

See AIR, Page 8
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Glavasic cited
after car accident
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A controversii(l library assistant was
cited for running a red light aft.er he
allegedly ran into a Huntington
woman's car Monday.
Dan G. Glavasic, currently embroiled
in controversy concerning his publication ..Reality Ascent," ran a light at the
comer of Hal Greer Boulevard and
Third Avenue and hit Ilah Gail
Hensley's car broad-side just before 6
p.m. Monday, according to a police
report filed by OfficerJ.E.Sammons of
the Huntington Police Department.
Sammons said three witnesses confirmed that Glavasic, 33, of 411 Hal
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See ACCIDENT, Page 8
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Daytona in
midst of spring break onslaught
------

More than 40,000 students
to 'party smart,' official says

nadian students as well.
Smith attributes Daytona Beach's rise in popularity among students to the implementation of a
spring break festival task force in the city.
ll across America college students
The task force, Smith said, brings the local govare dropping their book bags, grabernment, the residents and businesses, the beach
bing their beach blankets, and
rangers, and the police department together with
turning their zinc oxide-covered
event coodinators and promoters to insure that
noses toward the shores of Floricla.
all activities are properly choreographed.
More than 400,000 of them will
"'Party Smart' is our theme this year as it was
choose Daytona Beach as their spring break des- last year," Smith said. "We encourage students
tination, says Suzanne Smith, vice president of
to have a great time and enjoy themselves, but in
special events for the Daytona Beach Chamber of addition to that they need to look out for themCommerce. Smith said Daytona has become the
selves and for their friends." The drinking
. '
.
· :'number one destination for college students
..
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See spring break section, Pages 6, 7 & 9
Pages 6, 7 and 9 of
today's Parthenon
feature stories
about spring break.
Articles include:
•Faculty, staff and
students recall their
worst spring breaks.
•Students describe their dream vacations.
•Students reveal how they afford to pay for
spring break getaways.
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BEYOND- MU
KUWAIT

Anti-Saddam riots
reported in Iraq
Kurdish rebels are chasing
Saddam Hussein's forces in northern Iraq, while Shiite rebels and
the army are deadlocked in the
south, Pentagon officials said
Tuesday. Kurdish officials said
rebels had taken control of the oil
center of Kirkuk, while anti-Saddam rioting had started in the
Iraq city ofMosul. The rebels claim
Saddam's forces are using chemical weapons and Scuds.

LEBANON
Conditions may favor
freedom for hostages
Reports of movements toward
freeing the remaining U.S. hostages held in Lebanon swirled
across the Middle East on Tuesday. Experts said conditions for
freeing the 13 Western hostages
- six from the U.S. - may be
more favorable now than in years.
The U.S. is at its strongest in the
Mideast, said Robert Kupperman
· of the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.

WASHINGTON
Senate informs allies
war debt is coming due
The Senate Tuesday delivered a
blunt warning to the Persian Gulf
war allies: cough up your share of
. the war costs or forgo U.S. arms.
The ban was included in a bill approved 98-1- to provide $42.6
billion for war costs. U.S. taxpayen would chip in as much as $15
billion; the rest is up to the allies.
Of $54.5 billion pledged so far,
only $25.6 billion has been paid.

NEW YORK

Drug cost too high,
AIDS group charges
An AIDS advocacy group, accusing the makers of the drug
AZr ofcharging too much, issuing
the company in an attempt to
nullify its patenL In their hlwsuit, two HIV-infected men and
the People With AIDS Health
GTOup, New York City, say Burroughs Wellcome Co.'s patent
should be invalid because the
company was not alone in developing AZr for treating AIDS in
hulnans:
._, ,, . ....
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Cheap mines cause-e~pensive-problems .
for U.S. ·Navy during the Persian Gulf War
By Richard Whitmire
College Information Network

WASHINGTON - The horror of
seeing the $1 billion Aegis cruiser
Princeton knocked out of action by an
inexpensive Iraqi mine in the Persian
Gulf may finally force the Navy to do
something about its minesweeping
problems.
To the Navy,
minesweeping has
always been a low
priority - less
than 1 percent of
the Navy's budget
over the past 10
years.
For the largest
naval action in decades, the.Navy deployed to the Penian Gulf its only
modem minesweeper, the Avenger,
backed up by a handful of others built
in the 1950s.
The Navy's priorities have been aircraft carriers and submarines, with the
responsibility for clearing .harbors of
mines shunted to the NATO allies.
Taking command of a minesweeper
is a sui:e way for a young officer never
to make captain; trying to convince the
Navyto buy minesweepers is like trying
to sell the Air Force pilotless drones.
But now the Navy faces back-to-back
embarrassments in minesweeping.

Mining is a cheap way to take
out an expensive ship. Any of
the Third World nations we are
going to deal with, with weapons, are going to try to use one
of the mines.

•

Adm. Frank Kelso
· Chief of Naval Operations

In the 1987 ·operation to escort Kuwaiti oil tankers, a mine stuck the U.S.flagged tanker Bridgeton, and the Navy

was forced to acknowledge it did not
have a single minesweeper included in
themixofexpensivewarshipsdeployed.
In Operation Desert Storm, Iraqi
mines knocked out the Princeton and
disabled the Tripoli, an assault ship
carrying six mine-sweeping Sea Stallion helicopters.
The sudden realization that the Navy
cc. .1ld not eliminate the rings of mines
the Iraqis had laid off Kuwait meant
the 17,000 Marines offshore could never
be landed except by helicopter.
Such a landing would have forced the
Marines to leave behind their armored
vehicles to face Iraqi tank units.
One senior Navy officer, speaking on

background, said he doubts the Navy
would have chosen to dispatch the
17,000 Marines into the teeth oflraqi
mine defenses.
At most, the Navy would have maneuvered ships close enough for a helicopter to rescue hostages, he said.
There are reasons to believe the Navy
will make changes in its minesweeping
capabilities.
"Mining is a cheap way to take out an
expensive ship," conceded Chief of
Naval Operations Adm. Frank Kelso
recently told the House Armed Services Committee.
"'Any of the Third World nations we
are going to deal with, with weapons,
are going to try to use one ofthe mines."
Kelso indicated there are some systems developed by NATO allies, such
, as remotely piloted vehicles, that the
Navy could adapt to small boats.
But even a full complement of new
minesweepers would not have solved
the military dilemma the Navy faced
off'Kuwait-scores of mines sowed in
shallow waters where the sweepers
would be vulnerable to shore fire.
The Navy is quietly tinkering with
low-tech ways of dealing with mines,
indicated the Navy officer.
One possibility is similar to the line
charges used to clear land mines, where
a long line ofcharges is shot across the
field and then detonated,

Education approach
in U.S., Japan subject
of PBS documentary
Japane~ and American families compare their countries' education systems
March 31 in A Quest for Education (10
p.m. EST/PST, PBS, times may vary).
Edward James Olmos narrates this
hourlong documentary, which highlights the fundamental differences in
the U.S and Japanese approaches to
education, seen through two families
who have lived in both countries.
Some comparisons elicit startling
contrasts, such as when the 14-yearold daughters of each family are asked
to gauge the importance of education
in their lives.
"The most important thing in my life
is to pass the high school examination,• Michiyo Takahara of'Tokyo says,
"because entering the right high school
decides the college I go to; and the
college that I go to makes a really big
difference on my future job."
Kelly Jackson, of Pacific Palisades,
Calif. says, "I don't know what's important in my life.
"I like to be with my friends and
listen to the radio. School isn't that important but getting a goodjob is, so I try
to do well in school."
•• ,r _.,

USA Todar

Culture comes to classrooms via video
English literature, art, foreign Ian-

grades seven and up.
The 44-episode series will present
have an addition to the milieu of your performances of famous, often-taught
classroom this fall.
texts such as Ghosts, Metamorphosis
Bravo cable TV channel will broaden and The Importance ofBeing Earnest.
its programming in September with
Broadcast time is 4 a.m. EST/1 a.m.
Culture in the Classroom, a weekly PST, so teachers can make a point of
two-hour block of•litei:ary dramas, for~ ·. ·~deotapi~g.~e programs while their
eign films·-and . profiles ohu-tii;~ f9-r; . ~tudents remain innocently asleep. . ,
guage and drama teachers: You may
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Our contribution
to say-nothing
foolishness
"It's a beautiful day in the
neighborhood."
Mr.Rogers

During the regular session of the West
Virginia Legislature, lawmakers
unsuccessfully tried to make English the
state's "official" language.
Just this past week, Student Government
Association tried to "condemn" The ·
Parthenon for not properly publicizing its
little People Power referendum election.
(Guess that check for PR services got lost in
the mail).
If these groups can waste time debating
say-nothing legislation when they should be
concentrating on more important matters,
th.en we're certainly entitled to a shot at
doing something equally as ridiculous.
We're endorsing spring break.
Why, sure! What better chance to sleep all
day, party all night, take an exciting trip to a
far-away, Glavasic-free place and enjoy a few
cold drinks (Pepsi, of course) when you get
there?
Forget about school, forget about your
professor from hell and forget about all the
work that will be waiting for you when you
return.
The weather is gorgeous and this is spring
break - no books allowed.
'
Next to scarce take-home tests, it's one of
the best academic-type things a student can
experience.
Sure, there are plenty more pressing issues
in the news these days. And there are issues
that deserve our immediate attention.
But we don't always want to bombard you
with complete seriousness and we're sure
you don't always want to read it.
We all deserve a break once in a while.
Editorially, we took ours ~day.
And for the many we won't see Friday,
make the most of yours next week.
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'Politically correct'

Does First Amendment fit the bill?
In a recent New York Times, an
article entitled, "The Rising
Hegemony of the Politically
Correct" explained that University of Texas freshmen will write
their compositions about a collection of essays on "discrimination,
affirmative action and civil-rights
cases" rather than "literary
classics" and historical topics as
they did in the past. A professor
there was quoted as saying inevitably the compositions would be
graded on "political correctness."
Just what exactly does he mean?
The "politically corre;:t" are those
ever fashionable advocates of
"sensitivity" and "the celebration
. of diversity" who intend to purge
any thought, silence any speech,
and eliminate all literature that
contradicts their idelogy. They
dismiss opposingviews by labeling
them either racist, sexist or
homophobic, and insist their
philosophies not be questioned by
those who do not subscribe to what
they consider to be "enlightened
thinking."
Hard to believe, right? Look
around you.
At the University ofWashington,
a male student decided to take a
course entitled "Introduction to
Women's Studies." During the
course, he listened to a lecturer
describe the nuclear family as
"dysfunctional" and sat through a
lecture by a guest speaker. who
hailed the virtues ofmasturbation.
Finally, when the professor
suggested lesbians make the best
parents, he asked for some proof.
With the righteous indignation
so typical of the "politically
correct," when ·challenged she
· •ask~d, ~ y are you challenging
me?". N,. the student arrived for
the next class session, he was

n11a..-1n.1~•,1~•,1as,,.!.,:ta

causes one to wonder what these
"boundaries" are and who set them.
It is as simple as reading the
• Brent A. Kessinger
Constitution.
The First AmendCharleston junior
ment restricts Congress from
making ANY law which would
stopped by campus police and told engage in "abridging the freedom
of speech." What our friends in the
he had been barred from class.
In recent weeks, students at ranks of the "politically correct"
Marshall University have been · are trying to abolish is indeed free
discovering .their university had speech. If they say he should be
its own chapter of the "politically fired because the state and the
correct." D.G. Gla.vasic has univeristy should not endorse
sparked a controversy that has racism, sexism, homophobia, etc.,
been felt throughout this state blah, blah, blah.
One must understand they are
with his twisted views ofthe world
and his anger toward women and challenging Glavasic's status as
minorities. His views are the an employee because of what he
results of a sick mind; however, has said and written concerning
his job has been jeopardized his views of society, and that by
because his views are not . employing him, the state is not
endorsing anything-just as they
"politically correct."
The people who demand he be do not endorse homosexuality
fired are the same ones who hid when they hire homosexuals, or
behind the First Amendment communism when they hire
when they were caught pouring communists, and so on, although
oil in the streets during an anti- our "p.c." friends probably would
American tirade. They are the applaud it.)
The bottom line is this: One of
ones who used the First
Amendment as justification for the most fundamental ideas upon
their defense of public funds which universities are based is
supporting gay porn as if it were academic freedom. When lessons
art. They are the ones who hail in the classroom are challenged
the FirstArnendment as the most because they do not meet certain
important amendment when ideological requirements, when
idiots are burning the American employees are threatened with
termination because they express
flag in the streets.
There is a term that comes to views which are not "politically
mind which describes the mode of correct," and when one is called a
bigot for · defending the
thinking- hypocracy.
These so-called enlightened Constitutional right of freedom of
ones claim Glavasic has speech (even for the idiots),
"overstepped the boundaries of academic freedom is threatened.
Students on campus cannot
the· First Amendment." Corning
from a group who believes afford to ignore this issue and let
expression (i.e., burning the flag, the groups on the left fringe of the
a crucifix in ajar of urine, etc..).is political spectrum decide what, .
protected by the . . fjrst spe~cl) _s_h ou.l~ Q~ -~ll~'Y(l((or ~the. . .'
Amendment, that statement rest of us.
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Glavasic's work h.8bits nothing . new
To the Editor:
The recent controversy over D.G.
Glavasic and the grassroots support
for his removal have been largely based
on his repugnant and inflammatory
speechifying in, -rbe Reality Ascent."
Several letters to the editor, including
the eloquent and thoughtful comments
of Dr. Ke Sun, reflect this sentiment.
However, if it is in Marshall's best
interest to oust Glavasic from his position in the library, why not prosecute
him for his abysmal job performance
rather than entangling ourselves in
the legal barbed wire offree speech?
On January 25, 1991, long before
Glavasic became a controversial
member of campus, I sent a letter to
Library DirectorJosephine Fidlerabout
him. The nature of this letter was not _
focused on Glavasic's publications nor
his philosophy, butbecausehe does not
perform his job in a manner consistent
with library policy and he has been
accused ofsexually harassing females.
Because of the nature of my research

in appalachian geography, I spend
many hours in Special Collections and
rely upon library personnel to retrieve
non-circulating materials from the
closed stacks. When Glavasicison duty,
he is rude, indift'erent and routinely
fails to bring me materials I request.
When I have confronted him, he has ·
flippantly responded that it is library
policy to limit the numbers ofbooks for
each patron. This deliberate interference has cost me hours of research
time and much aggravation. At times
it is more efficient for me to travel to
the University of Kentucky library to
do my research on West Virginia.
It is, in fact, a total fabrication when
Glavasic says library policy limits the
numbersofbooksavailableatanygiven
time. This became obvious to me as I
observed thatGlavasic promptly served
all male patrons and provided them
with all the books and materials they
requested. I even experimented by
sendingboth male and female graduate
assistants to Special Collections. The
result always was the same. When

Glavasic was on duty, male students
were able to complete work, while
females rarely received all materials.
In conversations with other faculty
and students, I have found that many
share similar difficulties with Glavasic.
It should be noted, however, that these
problems only occur when Glavasic is
on duty, and not with other personnel.
Rather than denying Glavasic the
right to espouse his twisted philosophy,
let us remove the platform from which
to broadcast. Glavasic should be
expurgated from the library because
he does not perform his job in
accordance with university policy.
lfl were to ignore my students on the
basis of their sex, race or religion, or
were to obstruct their ability to learn or
complete coursework,youbetter believe
I would be prosecuted and in all likelihood be standing in the unemployment line. Why should Glavasic be
exempted from this type of scrutiny?

Margaret M. Gripshover
assistant professor ~f geography

Groups must learn about freedom, tolerance
Tl' the Editor:
In the course of American history
there have been those who, in a
paroxysm of mindless hysteria, disregard the Constitution and destroy its
cherishedfreedoms in orderto eradicate
views that differ from their own. Such
people exist on this campus in the form
of those who, overreacting to the Glavasic incident, wish to stifle the First
Amendment's guarantee offree speech.
I 'find Glavasic's views immoral and
reprehensible. Ifhis presence in Special
Collections poses a substantive and
verifiable threat to women and minorities, according to existing harassment
regulations, then action should be
taken.
If, however, it is only his bizarre
views that trouble these people, they
must learn the concept of tolerance in
a free i,ociety that encourages the dissemination of different points of view.
Those groups calling for codes against
"hate speech" are setting themselves

up as thought police, grand tribunals
who decide for the entire university
community truth from error and right
.from wrong. It is laughable that Jeni
Bums, spokesperson for Feminists
Active for Creating Equality, should
call the group's efforts "progressive."
They are as progressive as the
Inquisition, the Salem witch trials and
the communist hearings of the 1950s.
Donnalee Cockrille called the
controversy a "hostile environment"
issue and not a First Amendment issue.
This is one of the more interesting
euphemisms used by those narrowminded enough to attempt to eliminate
·ideas they find repugnant. Especially ,
alarming was the comment from
Marcya Cain that, "'the only reason for
Marshall to continue to employ him
(Glavasic) is if his views indeed
represent those of the university.• 1
knew that totalitarian societies forced
their citizens to subscribe to an official
dogma, but I wasn't aware Marshall
has the same p<jlicy.

Perhaps the administration should
place "truth officers" in every classroom
to insure professors do not deviate from
prescribed points of view. Of course, I
was not surprised to see members of
MAPS involved in this vigilantism.
They have a history of opposing free
speech by battering journalists and
using threats and intimidation to force
their irresponsible views on others.
A college campus, ideally a free
marketplace of ideas, is the last place
one would expect to see such intolerance. At best it inhibits the Jeaming
process and causes the blandification
of discourse to the point where we are
all reduced to spouting benigniµes.
At worst, it destroys the very capacity
to think and speak originally, and
creates an atmosphere ofparanoia and
crusading fervor where everyone goose
steps in rigid conformity to the berating
cant of the tyrant.

Bob Libscomb
Huntington graduate student

Free speech dangerous 'when it promotes violence
To the Editor:
Certainly this should concern
everyone. rm referring to the now
infamous D.G. Glavasic. Granted the
First Amendment should be upheld,
but someone has neglectedto remember
the "Clear and Present Danger" ruling.
The First Amendment does not give an
individual the right to endanger others.
My ancestors are immigrants. I do
not consider myself to be racist or
prejudice. It seems, though, that the
angry J~e11,d. ,Q_f politics has crept into
r
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this issue because · this man is from
The front-page Parthe~on article
Yugoslavia. It is at the expense of our March 14 refers to "hate speech."There
safety that we keep good appearances is a difference between giving speeches
in the name of open door policies with and acting on them. Has this man not
other nations. Would we be so tolerant been charged with sexual misconduct?
of Saddam Hussein on our campus?
Has he not been accused of neglecting
I understand our President and others females and minorities in the library?
have to cover their asses, so to speak. · Will it take a major incident, such as
Presumably that is part of the reason the possible rape ofa fellow student, to
why an outside party is helping deal get something done? An ounce of
with the situation. But, it's coming
across as ifwe have some very spineless
leaders. No onewants to make decisions
; until they see how others stand.
·
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Eating disorders article didn't tell whole story
To the Editor:

I am dissatisfied with an
article on eating disorders that
appeared in The Parthenon
earlier this semester and want
to clarify its contents.
The information presented
was simple, but inappropriate
to explain or even introduce a
topic as serious and complex as
eating disorders. They are more
than simply eating too much or
not eating enough. Compulsive
overeaten, bulimics and
anorexics experience the
distortion and obsession ofbody
size, preoccupation with food
and weigh~, restriction and

compulsion to binge and purge
as symptoms oftheir disorders.
People with such disorders
may be compared to alcoholics
in that they have _n o more
control over their eating
practices as an alcoholic has
over drinking. Both are
attempting to achieve a
numbing effect in order not to
deal with problems they are
having. The compulsion
overrides the stressors.
Food is used to numb
uncomfortable or painful
feelings_and is manipulated by
binging, purging or restricting,
to obtain a sense of power or
control over what appears to be

an otherwise out-of-control
lifestyle. Many people with
eating disorders are perfectionists and over-active
over-achievers with underlying, and perhaps deeprooted, psychological problems.
The manipulation of food
literally "stuffs" feelings so
they do not have to be dealt
with or recognized. By numbing the "bad" feelings, eating
disorder also prohibit feelings
such as happiness and joy.
Unfortunately, the stuffing
is temporary, which means
the eating or restricting
patterns must continue in
order to continue the effect.

Like alcoholism, eating disorde-rs are progressive. The
longer the practices persist, the
frequency and magnitude ofthe
binge-purge cycle increases.
Simply attempting to forcefeed or rigidly diet will not cure
an eating disorder, nor can
recovery from an eating
disorder be done alone. It
involves therapy, support
groups, and/or a physician's
assistance. Physiological
damage is most often reversible
over a short period of time;
however, the emotional aspect
of recovery sometimes last a
lifetime. The only alternative
to recovery from an eating

Society hid-es abuses, not abortion clinics
To the Editor:

This is in response to P.V. Boggs'
March 15 letter. Boggs contends birth
control, abortion, and Planned Parenthood all contribute to crimes of incest
and child abuse. Unfortunately, there
is little correct in the letter or the logic.
Yes, the people at Planned
Parenthood are concerned for every
woman who walks through their doors.
They provide counseling, gynecological
exams and birth control, all on a sliding
scale. They do not perform abortions.
Adults who commit incest and child
abuse are not concerned with the results
of their violent behavior. There are
many reasons why people commit
abuses, but like rape, those reasons
generally focus on power, anger and
control. These men, (the majority who
commit abuses), do not have a vested
interest in Planned Parenthood or a
woman's right to reproductive freedom.
Society has been the main culprit in
hiding child abuse and incest by
maintaining a double standard for
women, by not taking legal action
against abusers, by not talking openly
about sexual crimes and crimes against

women and by not valuing our children
enough to talk with them honestly
about sex. Neither Planned Parenthood
no,r the proponets of abortion and birth
control claim their organization or
cause will solve the problems of incest
or child abuse, nor is their any logic
behind Boggs' argument.
Counselors at Planned Parenthood
and abortion clinics counsel, they don't
judge or lecture. If they suspect incest,
they are under legal obligation to report
the case to the proper authorities. Being
trained professionals, they know that
incest victims are not responsible.
Our country does not provide either
abortions on demand or assembly line
abortions. Every abortion is a traumatic
experience for the woman. It is not a
choice that is entered into lightly. There
is a process that each woman must go
through, and it takes time to allow
women who are unsure to change their
minds. There was a time in this country
when abortions were provided quickly,
on demand, and the women were
treated as faceless, nameless beings.
This was when abortions were illegal
and performed by back-alley butchers.
We are sorry for all victims/survivors
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Tawny H. Swain
Charleston sophomore

Thanks to paper,
participants during
awareness week

of incest and child abuse. But to place
the blame for such acts on a third party
organization, or on methods of reproductive freedom for women, is ludicrous
at best. At worst, this type of thinking To the Editor:
takes the blame away from the true
I wish to thank The Parthenon staff
criminal who solely is responsible for
his acts of violence, and adds to his very much for their coverage during
our first Hispanic CulturalAwareness
contention that he is not responsible.
Week,
March 4-8.
Abortion and birth control are
The
daily
cultural events also were
tangible evidence ofa woman's right to
very
well
attended
mainly because
control her body and her life. Abusers
professors
participated
and encouraged
take away that right, as would society
their
students
to
as
well. The
if abortion and birth control were not
enthusiastic
support
of
the
university
options. Women and our children are
community
during
this
week
is highly
the victims of sexual violence, and we
appreciated
by
the
faculty
in the
all need to insure that, although our
department
of
modern
languages
and
freedom and control diminishes in the
by
the
officers
and
students
in
Sigma
face of such violence, we do not allow
all or rights or freedoms to be taken Delta Pi (hispanic honorary) who
worked hard preparing the activities.
away.
The comments and evaluations we
We must fight to maintain our rights
to abortion, birth control and counsel- have received have been very positive.
ing, and we must demand legal action It is important to acquaint students
be taken against men who commit with cultural differences and we hope
to have planted a seed ofharmony and
incest, child abuse and rape.
understanding between the various
Christine Delea communities and cultures found in our
Appalachian region.
Linda Mastellone
Again, many thank s.
English graduate assistants

1
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disorderisdeath, which wasn't ·
mentioned in the article.As a recovering alcoholic and
bulimic, I believe the proper
education and information is
lacking at Marshall. One of
every five college women has
an eating disorder, according
to statistics contained in
"Dying to be Thin," by Ira M.
Sacker, M.D. and Marc A.
Zimmer, Ph.D.
I think such numbers merit
action on the part of students
and faculty to demand and
provide information.

Dr. Maria-Tulia Gomez-Avila
Sigma Delta Pi, Beta Kappa adviser

Cartoon missed real issue
To the Editor:

In response to the astoundingly witty,
satirical comic printed Tuesday concerning MAPS (in which all the symbolic characters had to be labeled for
clarification), I just wanted to comment that if this situation concerning
Glavasic IS merely a matter of free
speech and not personal safety, I probably would have laughed. .
.· Cary 'Beckelheimer

Charleston senior
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So"l!,nd advice
for fun-filled
spring break
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D. Andrew Mct.1orrow
Impressions Edito·r

·. By Sherri Thomas
verybody can have a fun .
spring break, even if they
spend it at home. Look over
this wine list and see if
anything appeals to you.
• Don't wear pants. When
I say pants I mean shorts, skirts,
dungarees, etc. You may wear·underwear (except boxers), but it takes some
of the fun out of the concept.
·
• Don't be afraid to be different. If
you're going to the beach, dress in
formal wear. Salt water really doesn't
harm rented tuxedos ali that much .
If you're going to a function where
formal attire is appropriate wear one of
those big leotards with human organs
painted on it, like the one Slim Goodbody wears.
• Kill somebody in every town you
stop in. It works best if>-7ou don't know
the people you kill because then you
don't ha ve a motive for doing it.
This makes for great drinking stories
(i.e. the time I went to Daytona and left
a trail of bodies in my wake).
•Wear a jacket with big pockets so if
you ha ppen into a buffet situation you
can stuff yourself and then stuff your
jacket with creamed com.
If the management says anything,
put the com back and ask where the
fried okra tray is located.
•Take something from your trip back
home with you. rm not talking about
hotel items like towels or stationery,
although if you can get one of those
bolted down TV sets, that's great.
Steal a set of radials from the town
yo~ travel to, filch the Shoney's (or
Elby's depending on what part of the
country you're in) Big Boy statue or
kidnap a representative, senator or
police chief.
• Don't take any photos on your trip
and, if you think you might be in a
snapshot taken by some camera-happy
spring br eakers, grab their camera,
expose the film and tell them if it
happens again you'll be forced to talk
a90ut your relationship with Jesus.
•Once you're in the car at the start of
or some students, spring
the trip, don't get out until you get
break
means trips anyhome again. I mean no matter what.
where
away from Marshall
Believe me, you'll remember this for
and Huntington.
the rest of your life or at least until
For those living on a
your bowels become regular again.
typical college student's
•Try to walk to the beach . Give up,
income, the money to pay
go home and eat Doritos for a week.
for the spring getaway often is hard to

Aeportei

E

From plasma to plastic,
students find a way
to fund spring getaway

f

come by.
·
But one way or another, many find a
way to get away.
Jana L. Hoffman, St. Albans sophomore, said she doesn't have to spend
any money to go to Hawaii because her
vacation will be spent with her family
Kelli R. Lampert, Milton junior, said
sh e is going to Hilton Head Island,
S.C., with her sorority sisters to party
all week and shop.
"Most of the money I'll spend came
from my job at (HCA) River Park Hospital, but my parents are giving me

extra money for essentials."
Brett L. Haddix, Elkins junior, said
he'll be spending a week in New Jersey
with his girlfriend and her family.
"We are going to visit New York,
Philadelphia, and do some skiing. My
money came from my tax returns, but I
won't need much because I'll be staying
at my girlfriend's parents' house."
Kathleen M. Lordan, Charleston sen~
ior, said most of the money sh e wi1l
spend on her trip to Daytona Beach,
Fla., came from her income tax return.
"For some extra money I sold plasma,
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In-state escapes
waiting for those
staying in area
kiing, mountain
biking and t.ouring
are open t;o students who can't
leave the state for
spring break.
Skiing is the biggest activity
this time of year, said Kevin A
Struthers of the Division of
Tourism
Parks. There are
five ski resorts in West Virginia: Canaan Valley, Timberline, Silver Creek, Snowshoe,
and Winterplace.
Greg White, of Timberline
Ski Resort, described current
skiing conditions there as
"fantastic."
Mountain biking is another
activity t;o consider.
Matt Marcus, of Blackwater
Bikes in Davis, said .bike
rentals start at $15 a day and
biking t.ours also are available.
"We have trips for everyone
from the novice t;o the expert.
It has been snowing lately, but
you can mountain bike in any
weather."
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Women's Fashions
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DC COMICS ANO MORE
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You asked for a computer ·
price that wouldn't turn
your pockets inside out.
We heard you loud and clear.
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It's true. We've made the IBM Personal System/2 as easy to own as it is
to use. And our special student price proves it.: Plus, the IBM PS/2
Loan for Learning makes owning one even easier. Check out the IBM
PS/2. With our student price, you'll be able to keep a hand on your
budget and a hold on your pocket.

For more information, contact your Personal IBM Representati\·,:::s
D_a rren Queen and Michae_l Crisp**
atthe

• .J.r;.

and returned a pair of pants to St.one &
Thomas. Ifl need any more money, I'll
charge it."
Chris L. Cunningham, Parkersburg
senior, said he doesn't need much
money for his trip t;o central West
Virginia.
"I'll be spending spring break going
fishing and drinking a lot of beer. I
saved a little money working at th e
library."
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B~~STORE

MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER

or call 696-2541.
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• Thio offer io
to all • • lid Moroholl Univerolty ID holder,, otudentt, faculty, ond otolf lhat purchaoe IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campu• locations. Order
are subject to OYailabllily. P,ricea a re subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written nolice.
•· Educational packagaa are alao available lrom Terry Hoffman, Educatio nal Repreaentali••• CBM C<imputera, 1253 Third Avenue, Huntington, WV. (304) 525-0900.
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"We're in luck, Zorko!"

AIR---DAYTONA- ACCIDENTFrom Page 1
From Page 1'

From Page 1

Greer Blvd., ran the light.

contests on the pool decks of the
hotels along the ocean ·have
been replaced with other activities that can be as much fun but
encourage more responsibility,
she said.
Students this year are showing "responsibility about drinking, about health, about sex,
and about the environment,"
Smith said.
"The important thing is for
them to have fun; to take back
positive memories of their time
on the beach so they'll want to
return in the future," she said.
The onslaught of students
reaches its peak in Daytona between March 11 and March 31,
Smith said. She said local businesses welcome the spring season because some do up to 50
percent of their total yearly
sales during the month of
March and last year college
students spent $169 million dollars in Daytona Beach during
spring break.
Smith said the types of students who visit are changing. .
"This year the girls are back,"
she said, referring to the low
number of women who have
taken part in spring break in
Daytona the past few years.
"There are also a lot more students from Ivy League schools
down here this year."

The only backup system Smith Hall
No one was injured. ·
has is for heat is hot water baseboard
"He did not slow down for the red h_e at, he said.
liiht," witness Julia Hagan told the officer. "He came straight into the intersection and hit (Hensley) in the right
rear wheel area."
Hensley said in the report the collision knocked her car almost completely
around, and she accused Glavasic of
speeding through the intersection.
NEED STORAGE? Special Student Rates-Close to
Glavasic told the officer the light Campus - many sizes EZ-Store 529-7225
changed and he was unable to stop and
accepted responsibility for the accident, HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there
the report stated. His 1989 Pontiac anytimewithAIRHITCH(R)lor$160I (ReportedinNew
LeMans sustained about $1,000 dam- York Times and Let's Go1 AIRHITCH (R) 212-864~
age, as did Hensley's 1985 Oldsmobile. 1 _20_00._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Got a news tip?
Call 696-6696
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Timberline Ski Resort
in Canaan Valley, WV
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One Free Drink with a MU Home
Basketball Game Ticket Stub.

No Cover Charge on Tuesday
By JIii York
Reporter

Proper ID Requ ired

.

Must l?e 19 Yea.rs Old-to Ent_e:r..::

Dream breaks
range from Rio
to Romania

Worst sp.r ing vacations
bring back memories

s spring break approaches, many students
dream of heading to the
beach for a week of fun in
the sun.
But those who can't
afford to take a vacation have to keep
on dreaming.
Michelle D. Lettmann, Huntington
sophomore, said if money were no object she would like to go on a Royal
Caribbean Cruise.
"I would go by myself, look for men,
get a tan, go snorkeling, and visit all
the different exotic ports."
Brian~- Chenoweth, Elkins junior,
said his ideal spring break would be
to go to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
"I would take it easy with my beer
drinking buddies during the day,
then party at the Candy Store (a
popular bar) at night."
Danila Bogam, Romania freshman,
said her spring break wish would be
to return home to see her family.
"I would like to go to Romania to
see my family because it has been a

hether it was spending
the week at the beach or
going home to nagging
parents, everyone has experienced a best and
worst Spring Break.
Karen Conn, St. Albans sophomore,
said her worst spring break was last
year because she spent her vacation
doing homework.
Maritza Davis, Charleston junior,
said her best spring break was last
year when she went to N.ew York
City and New Jersey to see her fiancee.
Davis said while in New York she
saw an Off-Broa<fway play and did
some shopping.
Beckley freshman Mark Bandy
said last year was the worst spring
break he ever had.
The highlight of that break was
going to the Charleston Town Center
Mall.
Joseph M. Marshman, director of
residence life, said he experienced
both his best and worst spring break

A

year since rve seen them. It will
probably be three more years before I
get to go home again."
Angie G. Hoover, Sutton sophomore, said her ultimate break would
be the same thing she did last year.
"J would go back to· Melbourne
beach in Florida with my friends. We
would layout, hunt for guys, watch
the surfers, shop and relax."
Dave R Logsdon, Moundsville junior, said his spring break wish to go
to Hawaii is different from most
dream vacations.
"I would like to take a group of my
friends in Campus Crusade for ·
Christ to Hawaii because I've .always
wanted to see if it's what it's cracked
up to be."

•

By Alan P. Pittman

Reporter

while attending Michigan State
University. His best spring break
was spent in New York City with
friends.
"The worst spring break I ever had
was the time I went camping in
North Dakota and almost froze to
death," Marshman said.
"We tried sleeping in the back of a
truck whicb was like sleeping on a
bed of ice. We finally ended up at the
YMCA"
Fran Jackson, secretary for the
minority student programs office,
said she had her best spring break
while attending Marshall.
She and a girlfriend decided to
catch the bus to Detroit at the last
minute. While there they went to a ·
nightcl~b.
"We saw a lot of cute guys, but then
we found out the club was often
frequented by homosexuals,"
Jackson said.

W

By Anissa Henderson
Reporter

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh• system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer,the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer- thanks to
the versatile Apple• SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, 0S/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream- it's a Macintosh.
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For more information visit the
C.Omputer Resale Center
Marshall University Boobtore ·
Computers less than $2500
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Commission releases report on college athletics

Study suggests presidential scrutiny
By Tom Wttosky

College l~nnation Network---

WASHINGTON -Years ofbenign
neglect of major college athletic departments soon may be replaced by
active administrative surveillance as a
result ofrecommendations made Tuesday by the Knight Foundation's Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
"If for no other reason, it will be the
result of a need for self-protection,"
said Bryce Jordan, president emeritus
of Penn State University.
"I don't see how any college president
or chancellor can look at their athletic
department and.not mandate that it be
a part of the academic mission."
Jordan, a commission member,,was
among a number of chief executives
who praised the commission's central
recommendation to put each college's
chief executive in command of the
school's athletic department.
In its report, the commission recommended campus chief executives be
empowered with authority over the
operation of the sports department.
Among its recommendations, the
commission suggested chiefexecutives:
• Should receive explicit and complete authority over all issues involving the a_thletic department including

financial matters as welJ as the power
to hire and fire all coaches and administrators.
• Should exert stronger control over
the operations of the NCAA and maintain their current interest in the current reform movement within the 85year-old association.
• Should exercise effective voting
control over all conference issues even
if the day-to-day operations are delegated to others.
• Should exert greater control and
influence over the relationship between
college sports and network television.
• Should commit their institutions to
providing gender equity in all aspects
of collegiate athletics.
UCLA Chancellor Charles Young
said the recommendations should encourage many chief executives to take
a more active role and reverse the tradition of allowing the athletic department to exist without being accountable to the president's office. ·
"Many schools already have taken
most if not all of these steps," he said.
"The question is whether all want to
follow it."
Young said he anticipated greater
reluctance among schools in conferences such as the Big Eight, Southeast
and Southwest, but also suggested chief

executives at those schools will be willing to join the movement.
ButSMU President Kenneth Pye said
he forsees the possibility ofreluctance.
"If there is general momentum for
this, it ought to be successful. But what
happens if some schools begin to drag
their feet. Then you have the same
kind of wariness you find when two
cars meet at an intersection and wait
for the other to move."
Another chief executive said she was
very enthusiastic about the prospect of
taking several steps to bring greater
academic and fiscal integrity to the
operation of college sports.
"In many ways, this isn't athletic
reform, itis educational reform," Donna
Shalala, chancellor ofthe University of
Wisconsin-Madison, said. "The changes
recommended here ar~ attainable by
any chief executive."
She also said she was very encouraged by the commission's endorsement
of achieving gender equity in college
sports. In its initial deliberaftons, some
commission members indicated equity
should no~ be considered a priority.
"Well that changed," Shalala said.
"Simply because there is a strong
commitment among chiefexecutives to
equity. It really is no longer something
that can be delayed."
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Wildcats whip Her_
d , 13-3
Marshall's next game
Saturday at St. Cloud
By Chris Dickerson
Sports E d i t o r - - - - - --

Pholo b y ~ Lefew

Flbger McIntyre readies himself as a pitch from an Alderson Broaddus pitcher during
Friday's game against the Battlers. Marshall lost 13-3 Wednesday to Kentucky. The
Herd returns to action Saturday in a home doubleheader against Western Carolina.

-

Kentucky exploded for four runs in
the both third and fifth innings and for
five in the sixth to breeze past the Herd
13-3 Wednesday at St. Cloud Commons in West Huntington.
The Herd jumped out to a 1-0 lead in
the bottom of the second inning, but
the Wildcats responded with the barrage of scoring in the third, fifth and
sixth innings.
Marshall got two runs in the bottom
of the eighth inning and threatened in

the bottom· of the ninth, but was not
able to cut into the double-digit Wildcat advantage.
The Wildcats belted out a seasonhigh 17 hits, compared to the Herd's
six. Both teams committed only one
error.
Marshall starting pitcher Bill Craig
was credited with the loss, lowering
his record to 3-1. Kentucky sta rted
Brian Gibson picked up the win.
The victory improved Kentucky's record to 14-4. Marshall dropped to 9 -7 on
the season.
The Herd returns to action Saturday
at St. Cloud against Southern Conference riva l Western-Carolina. The first
game of the doubleheader begins at
noon. Sunday, the Herd and the Catamounts battle in a 1 p.m. matchup.

Sweet ·16 should provide some interesting games
Today and Friday's NCAA Tournament Sweet 16 games promise to be
the best regional matchups of recent
years.
Only three of the remaining teams
- Temple, Eastern Michigan and
UConn - are not seeded fourth or
higher in their respective regions.
The NCAA did a good job of seeding
and most of the first-round upsets
were offset by second-round losses.
With these three exceptions, the
rest of the teams remaining in the
chase were expected to still be alive
at this point. This should make the
rest of the games that much better.

In the other West Regional game,
UNLV takes on Utah's Runnin' Utes.
UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian and
Utah coach Rick Majerus would
make an ass of themselves if they put
their heads together (they're both
balding), but the Shark should walk
through to the Regional finals.
In Charlotte, Indiana plays Kansas
and Arkansas plays Alabama in the
Chris Dickerson Southeast Regionals. Both games
Sports Editor will be good ones, but BobKnight's
Hoosiers and Nolan Richardson's
In Seattle today, Arizona and Seton Razorbacks should be able to use
talent and experience to grab a ride
Hall will battle in what could be the
best game of the tournament so far.
into the Elite Eight.
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CAN'T
TOUCH
THIS ......
... unless you come to

Herndon's
Western Wear
6006 Route 60 East* 736-9191

Bomber Jackets

Levi Jeans

Boots 3 Boots,
Boots!

At the Meadowlands Friday in the
East Regionals, North Carolina likely
will end Eastern Michigan's pumpkin
ride and Eddie Sutton's Oklahoma
State Cowboys should be able to get
by John Chaney's Temple Owls.
At the Pontiac Silverdome, Duke
will face a tough challenge from
UConn, but the Blue Devils should
be able to end the Huskies' year.
In the other Midwest Regional, the
Ohio State-St. J ohn's matchup looks
to be a great game, but Randy Ayers
is one of best college coaches. Added
to the Buckeyes' talent, OSU should
be able to beat the Redmen.

ALL THUNDERING
HERD FANS!
SHOP KOENIG'S IN HUNTINGTON MALL
FOR SPORTING GOODS, ATHLETIC SHOES
AND APPAREL, INCLUDING MARSHALL
T-SHIRTS AND CAPS !

r--------------------,

!10 o/o OFF!
I Your next purchase
I at Koenig's in
: Huntington Mall

: Just present this coupon.
I Sale Items excluded

Phone 736-3366

Koenig

j
Ea•f•hb&W.£.i¢ :
FOR All T~ SPORTS IN YOU

~-------~-----~-----1

Offer ends June 1, 1991
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Political_science professor ·
receives Reynolds award

I

• .J. ~

By Anissa Henderson
Reporter---------

m:.u ~~.?. ~~!<?,~,~

There area a lot of good
teachers on this campus, and
I think it's great that Mr. and .
Mrs. Reynolds play a part in
encouraging our faculty.

Dr. Clair W. Matz Jr., professor ofpolitical science and director ofthe Center
for International Studies, is the 1991
Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award.
"I think it's important to recognize good teaching at the university level. There
are a lot of good
teachers on this
campus, and I
think it's great
that Mr.and Mrs.
Matz
Reynolds play a
part in encouraging our faculty; Matz said.
Matz will receive the award and a
$3,000 stipend at the Marshall University Honors convocation April 8 at 8
p.m. in Smith Recital Hall.
Matz, a member of the Marshall faculty since ~970, has been active on sev-

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

• Dr. Clair W. Matz
professor of political science
eral committees and served as adviser
to organizations such as: Pi Sigma
Alpha, Student Senate and the College Bowl team.
Matz received a bachelor's degree
·from Albright College in Reading, Pa.,
and a master of divinity degree from
the United Theological Seminary in
Dayton, Ohio. He also has a master's
in international relations from Lehigh
University in Bethlehem, Pa. and a
doctorate from the University of Virginia.
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',$I}ghily:-damaged .•
o Summer

(June 7 - July 12):
• $210 /person • $750 /apartment
O Fall/Spring (August 23 - May 31 ):
• $185 /mo/person
• 12 months - last month free!!

2 Bedrooms o
2 Fun ·Baths o
Great Furniture o
Security-Intercom o
Dishwasher o
Parking D
Sundeck D
~q'lfldry D
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